Course Code and Title
EAL4731  Grammar in Context 1

Run
Semester 1

Rating
Level 3

Prerequisites
None

Lectures
None

Seminars / classes
10

Tutorials
None

Assessment
None

Module convener
Alan Hart

Module aims
This module aims to prepare students for academic study by developing their ability to write grammatically accurate English.

Module outline
All Insessional English modules are to some extent needs driven, so syllabi are necessarily flexible. Grammar and writing will cover key areas of grammar for academic writing contextualised by short practice writing tasks (sentences or paragraphs) on such functions as summarising, paraphrasing, defining, describing things and processes, explaining, exemplifying and narrating.

Learning outcomes
By the end of this module, students should have:
- Reviewed their command of English grammar and prioritised areas for development.
- Negotiated with the group how the syllabus will be adapted to suit needs.
- Explored key areas of grammar.
- Had the opportunity regularly to practise writing and receive feedback.

Preliminary reading
None